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Experienced marine explorer and filmmaker Jon
Bowermaster has produced a visually pleasing documentary about Louisiana’s ongoing struggles with its humid situation. The state faces a series of river, wetland,
and coastal issues that Bowermaster addresses in a compelling narrative told by a series of long-time local activists. The basic story is one that is very familiar to local
residents, but bears repeating for those who only hear
about the state following one of its all too frequent watery calamities–hurricanes, oil spills, and river floods.

to stray from the central point.

My chief criticism relates to the single most timely
story–the 2010 BP oil release in the Gulf of Mexico. It
is an essential topic to include, but it is crudely stitched
on largely as an afterthought–likely the result of the production schedule. After a brief wrap-up that revisits each
of the key narrators from the other stories, Bowermaster adds a brief presentation about the BP oil gusher. It
comes across as a last minute edit to escape prerelease obsolescence, and does not share the personalized individBowermaster has assembled an eloquent cast of ual accounts that make the other sections so compelling.
spokespeople drawn from a dedicated if small corps of
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similar, slow retreats–not wholesale and rapid abandonSoLa presents several short stories: the impacts of ment. So south Louisiana stands as a bell weather for
controlling the Mississippi River and the resulting coastal other coastal locations–a point that the film does not
land loss, the damages wrought by abusive extractive ac- make, but could have to highlight universal themes.
tivities on the biologically rich Atchafalaya Basin, the
Ultimately, this film will likely resonate with a genconsequences of chemicals on the coastal and riparian
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tices. By limiting the narrative to a modest number of vignettes, Bowermaster is able to maintain the viewer’s atI was a bit frustrated that I was unable to play the
tention; however, at times the individual segments seem CD on my computer, even after updating my media soft1
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ware. Nonetheless, I had no problem viewing it on my wake of our ever-too-frequent recent calamities, this ensingle-purpose DVD player connected to my television. gaging documentary should offer satisfying insights to
Despite the minor technical issues and personally suffer- those removed from day-to-day immersion in the subject.
ing from overexposure to Louisiana’s water stories in the
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